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8500W Electric Curtain Track:
1. Unpack the track and fit the brackets in place using the appropriate screws.
Brackets should be 100mm in from either end and spaced at no more than
600mm between.
2. Do not fit the motor onto track yet.
3. If the track requires a join, assemble this tightening the supplied track joiner
insert in position, along with the overlap, before lifting the track into place.
A second person is recommend to help should a join be used, to prevent
damage to the track. To install the overlap, insert the overlap plate (see fig
1) into the belt joiners (see fig 2). Fix the overlap arm to the overlap plate
using the screws provided (see fig 3).
4. Lift the track into place and insert it onto the brackets making sure to secure
them accordingly.
5. Attach motor onto the track as follows:
		If the motor is on the left, insert the motor into the drive end with the
locating lug (see fig 4) to the front of track. Rotate the motor clockwise
(right) 90 degrees and apply upward pressure to the locating lug to lock
the motor into the drive end. This is important as limit stops have been
pre-set in our factory (but may need adjusting depending on curtain stack
size etc).
		If the motor is on the right, then insert the motor into drive end with the
locating lug (see fig 4) to the reverse of track. Rotate motor clockwise
(left) 90 degrees and apply pressure to the locating lug to lock the motor
into the drive end. This is important as the limit stops have been pre-set in
our factory (but may need adjusting depending on curtain stack size etc).
6. Connect motor to power supply (test lead is recommended at this stage).
Refer to wiring diagrams on page 5 for wiring information.
NB. The cable from the motor is 6 core. Please discard both the red and white
cable as they are not required. If you have more than one track operating
from one switch, you will need a relay.
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7. We recommend curtains are hung at this point.
8. Carefully operate the track and draw the curtain into the closed position. If
motor continues to run or stops short, stop motor immediately and proceed
to point 13.
9. Once closed, carefully operate the track and draw to the open position.
10. We recommend curtains are hung at this point.
11. Carefully operate the track and draw the curtain into the closed position. If
motor continues to run or stops short, stop motor immediately and proceed
to point 13.
12. Once closed, carefully operate the track and draw to the open position.
13. To alter limit stops please do so as follows (refer to figs 1 – 4 also):
a) Remove the cover on the bottom of the motor (fig 2).
b) Remove the screw from the triangular plastic safety catch. This
enables the two limit controls to be depressed, one at a time, by sliding
the triangular catch from side to side.
c) Operate the track and bring the overlap back to the mid-way position.
At this point, by watching the discs (see fig 3), identify which limit switch
controls the forward and backwards movements.
d) When this is established the limit stops can be set by depressing and
turning either clockwise or anticlockwise until the indentations in the
three rotating discs (fig 4) viewed through the transparent motor housing
are all one above the other (you will hear a click and see the arm of the
switch drop into the indents). This procedure must be carried out for both
directions so that the switch drops into the indents at the required
positions for the motor to stop.
e) Once the correct positions have been established, pull the limit stop
control out and lock the safety catch by re-inserting the screw taken out at
point b.
f) Refit the cover.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Wiring illustration for Remote control
Earth

(green/yellow)

Neutral
(green)

Live 2
(brown)

Live 1
(black)

980027

240v
Fused
supply

Wall
mounted
receiver

Earth
Neutral
Live

and / or

and / or

980024
Wall mounted
transmitter
(single channel)

980025
Wall mounted
transmitter
(double channel)

980020
Hand held transmitter
(single channel)
980021
Hand held transmitter
(six channel)
980022
Hand held transmitter
(sixteen channel)

Wiring illustration for Hard wired
Earth

(green/yellow)

Neutral
(green)

Live 2
(brown)

Live 1
(black)

980023

240v
Fused
supply

Switch
with back
box

Earth
Neutral
Live
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